The pressure dependent phonon modes of predominant wurtzite InAs nanowires has been investigated in a diamond anvil cell under hydrostatic pressure up to ~ 58 GPa. The TO and LO at Γ point and other optical phonon frequencies increase linearly while the LO-TO splitting decreases with pressure. The recorded Raman modes have been used to determine the mode Grüneisen parameters and also the value of Born's transverse effective charge ( T e * ). The calculated T e * exhibits a linear reduction with increasing pressure implying an increase in covalency of nanowires under compression. The intensity of the Raman modes shows a strong enhancement as the energy of E 1 band gap approaches the excitation energy, which has been discussed in terms of resonant Raman scattering. An indication of structural phase transformation has been observed above pressure 10.87 GPa. We propose this transformation may be from wurtzite to rock salt phase although further experimental and theoretical confirmations are needed.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, one dimensional semiconductor nanowires (NWs) of diameter in the range of few to several tens of nanometer, find their potential as one of the next generation building block for nanoscale electronics, 1,2 photonics, 3 sensors, 4 and lasers. 5 Among them, InAs
NWs are of particular interest for their excellent electron transport property due to remarkably high bulk mobility resulting from small effective mass. Thermodynamic parameters play an important role in structural phase change, which has a large impact on its physical properties. By applying pressure, the electronic and structural properties of semiconductors can be tuned. 6, 7 In a real system a number of factors like defects, confinement, and surface tension are important to understand pressure induced electronic and structural transformations. Therefore, the studies of low dimensional materials under pressure can provide valuable informations. 8 High pressure
Raman scattering is a powerful technique for extracting information regarding vibrational properties and phase diagrams of both bulk and nanostructures. 6, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] The use of diamond anvil cell and ruby fluorescence allows reaching very high pressure, which enables one to study many new phenomena related to the behavior of solids. 6, [15] [16] [17] [18] In InAs, the stable structural phase at bulk state is zinc blende (ZB) but the NWs often stabilize in wurtzite (WZ) structure. The phonon modes in the zone center of the two structures are different. In WZ structure the modes can be estimated by backfolding the phonon branches of ZB 22 Recently, the studies of the influence of hydrostatic pressure on the semiconductor low dimensional systems have attracted extensive research interest due to their application in opto-electronics devices. Pressure dependent electronic band gap of the WZ InAs NWs has been studied by resonant Raman scattering technique. 18 Furthermore, in ZB GaAs NWs, the pressure dependent lattice constant, ionicity, and electron-phonon Fröhlich interactions have been investigated 6 while the pressure dependence of structural parameters of WZ InAs NWs has never been studied.
In the present work, we report high pressure response of predominant WZ InAs NWs, in which ZB structure is present as a stacking fault. We have obtained mode Grüneisen parameters (γ) for all observed phonon modes at ambient pressure and also the transverse effective charge 
is the isothermal bulk modulus, 26 for WZ InAs to calculate volume reduction using Eq. 1.
In most of the ZB semiconductors, the pressure dependence of phonon frequencies is usually modeled by a quadratic equation. But in the present experiment the pressure dependent phonon modes are well described by linear equation
where io ω is the i th phonon frequency at zero pressure, P is the pressure and
the linear pressure coefficient of i th mode. Such linear dependence on pressure of the phonon modes has also been observed for WZ InN semiconductor [27] [28] [29] and WZ ZnO. 30 The dependence of the TO, SO, LO and 2LO phonon modes on pressure obtained from fitting of the experimental data are as follows. (ω are in cm -1 and pressure (P) is in GPa.
The variation of the phonon frequencies as a function of volume reduction (computed using Eq.
1) are as follows
The values of io ω and i a are summarized in Table I . From the obtained data we computed the mode Grüneisen parameter, which is defined as the shift in phonon frequency as a function of pressure change and is given by Fig. 4 (a) shows the LO -TO splitting as a function of applied pressure. We found that the splitting decreases with increasing pressure and shows linear dependence characteristic of WZ to rock salt phase transition above 13.5 GPa. 28 In the present study, the disappearance of all the phonon modes (observed at ambient pressure) and the appearance of the new modes may be interpreted as structural phase transition from WZ to rock salt crystal structure. In bulk InAs the ZB to rock salt structure transformation has been observed at 7 GPa by Vohra et.al. 21 In this study we found that the phase transition pressure (11.6 ± 0.7 GPa) is higher than that for bulk InAs (ZB structure) with volume reduction factor (V/V 0 )~0.86 (shown in the inset of Fig. 3 (b) ). This may be due to the fact that our NWs have predominant WZ structure with only 5% ZB phase. Moreover, in NWs the surface area is higher than the bulk material and hence it stores much higher surface energy than bulk. Therefore, NWs need higher pressure than bulk materials to overcome the extra energy for realization of structural transformation. Further experimental studies are needed for the confirmation of phase transition. the energy gap increases with applying pressure. 22 Assuming that the pressure dependence of the E 1 gap of WZ InAs is the same as ZB InAs (0.074 eV/GPa) 36 the calculated E 1 gap at 1.64
GPa is 2.52 eV. This energy value is close to the incident photon energy (2.54 eV). Therefore, a resonant Raman scattering is expected around 1.64 GPa, which agrees well with the measured peak of the intensity profile. The asymmetry shape of the intensity profile with pressure may be due to strong absorption of the incident and scattered radiation in the low pressure side. 22 Also, the asymmetric behavior agrees well with the occurrence of second maxima at higher pressure as observed by Zardo et. al. 18 The widths of LO, SO and 2LO peak decrease up to pressure ~2 GPa and then increase. The increase in the widths may be due to effect of anharmonicity in the vibrational deformation potential where phonon decays into two lower energy phonons. 24 For TO mode (which is unresolved ZB like TO (A 1 + E 1 ) mode and E 2 H WZ mode), the spectral line width continues to decrease up to ~8 GPa and then increases. Such behavior may be the effect of strain due to the presence of WZ and ZB interfaces along the length of the NWs. indication of structural phase transition of the predominant WZ NWs at 11.6 ±0.7 GPa has been observed. We propose that the transition is from WZ to rock salt structure but further experimental and theoretical investigations are needed to clarify this signature. 
